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Consider a quick case study: many believe that Apple's inability to measure and meet demand for its PowerPC line of computers during the fi seal 1995 year was the first and possibly largest blunder leading to its long and dangerous downturn. Because Apple thoroughly misjudged demand for PowerPC's, and because it had not positioned supply of components far enough in advance to adjust to the demand upturn, it suffered a prolonged beating in the marketplace as customers turned to competitors' products. Consequently, Apple's market share fell from a 1992 peak of 11.2% to 6.7% as of the end of calendar year 1995, according to Dataquest, fnc. As Apple's difficulties vividly demonstrate, the stakes on technology product supply decisions can be extremely high.
In this paper I describe work in progress at Sun in the appli cation of decision-analytic (DA) methods to operational decision making (ODM) in its WWOPS Business Manage ment group. Working with members of product engineering, marketing, and sales organizations, operations planners have begun to use a decision-analytic framework called SCRAM (Supply Communication/ Risk Assessment and Manage ment) to structure and solve problems in product planning, tracking, and transition. Concepts such as infonnation value provide a powerful mechanism for probing and man aging huge information sets and thereby enable managers to focus attention on factors that matter most for their business.
Finally, our process-oriented introduction of decision-ana lytic methods to Sun managers has led to a focused effort to embed these decision making methodologies inside Business Management's information technology (IT) architecture. I'll briefly describe an effort underway to build decision support software based on methods from decision making under uncertainty to help manage Sun's large portfolio of technol ogy products.
SCRAM
In this section I describe in an anecdotal way the evolution of SCRAM and the lessons I've learned in bringing it online a<; a process-oriented framework for ODM at Sun.
Rationale for SCRAM
In the past, different groups within Sun's WWOPS organiza tion funded efforts based on Operations Research (OR) tech niques to address problems in operational strategy and planning. Managers had become disenchanted with such approaches, however, because they felt that those approaches were providing sophisticated answers to the wrong problems. They generally felt that OR tools abstracted away many important characteristics of the prob lems those tools purported to solve. Moreover, because man agers did not understand the inputs to those OR models, they distrusted the outputs.
In some cases the consultants who built the models sug gested that understanding how the models worked was really beyond managers' expertise. Managers achieve their posi tions in part because they are extremely self-confident, and so it seems ill-advised to suggest that it is beyond their abil ity to understand a project they themselves have funded.
Such an explanation seems especially wide of the mark, moreover, because Sun is in essence a technically-minded company. Many managers rise through the ranks from engi neering groups and are more than adequately equipped to understand the gist of a mathematical model. UltraSPARC requires installation of the Solaris 2.5 operating system, different salespeople felt that this would be a strong gating factor on our ability to generate Ultra sales. Custom ers are slow to upgrade their operating systems (OS) because doing so in the past required forward-porting most of their basic applications. Though one of the advantages of Solaris 2.5 was full binary compatibility with most existing applica tions, the perception of dif fi culty in moving to a new version of the OS persisted. Moreover, salespeople believed that the migration path would be harder for customers who were using the older SunOS operating system, while customers using Solaris 2.x (i.e., Solaris 2.0-Solaris 2.4) had a higher chance of upgrading to Ultra.
After more discussion, salespeople agreed that these factors were fundamentally shaped by whether or not the customer was a technical user or a commercial client. Their intuition was that commercial customers running Sun OS would be the slowest movers to Ultra. The probabilistic structuring of conditional dependencies using a belief network also allowed us to integrate hard data (e.g., size of the installed base) with more subjective assessments (e.g., Ultra purchase preference).
Finallv, we used the preceding model to sanity-check fore casts �f Ultra sales. In some cases, there were salespeople who had not participated in the knowledge engineering cycle but still submitted forecasts on total Ultra demand. If they submitted an Ultra forecast and quickly agreed to the assess ments driving the other parts of the model, then the number of new Ultra sales to customers outside the installed base became a matter of inference, as depicted in Figure 2 . If the resulting distribution on Ultra sales to new customers lacked credibility, then the salespeople with the new forecasts were challenged to defend their numbers by re-examining their assumptions about the other elements of the model, e.g., pro
viding a reason why the purchase preference of the average Ultra customer might be di fferent from the assessment they had previously agreed to.
FIGURE 2. Sanity-checking the Ultra forecast. Figure 3 shows a belief network for Ultra sales from the Marketing perspective.
FIGURE 3. Marketing's belief net for Ultra sales.
As evinced in Figure 3 , marketing people examine the mar ket from what seems to be a totally different level of abstrac tion. They generally analyze broader factors such as market size and market growth. In this case they also found it useful to assess Ultra sales relative to a drifting or cannibalizing effect between the current high-end product, Spare 20, and the newly available Ultra.
Before using these tools, Marketing and Sales groups had no dear, directed means of making sense of their divergent forecasts. The knowledge mapping approach gave Business
Management an opportunity to defuse-at least partially- 3.0
SCRAM
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Information management and information value theory
One of the organi zing principles Business Management has recently adopted for itself is that it is an information brokera g e. The Ultra transition again provided a fertile ground for testing and applying this important concept. The fi nal model that evolved after the knowledge engineering cycle with the decision participants had 12 uncertainties. Using the algorithm developed in [Chavez and Hcnrion, 1994] and [Chavez, 1996] intuitions confirmed with the VOl analysis ; yet the VOI numbers also emphasized the importance of factors which were previously thought to be of lesser consequence.
Directors in WWOPS Business
We have used VOI analysis at Sun as a means of identifying areas in which it might be useful to
• hire consultants;
• search through a database ;
• extend the conversation with a knowledgable expert;
• poll customers;
• refi ne the model; gives them a more precise, personal sense of the value they add to Sun's business.
Lesson #5: In an information-rich context such as ODM at Sun, the concept of VOl and supporting algorithms for its estimation in lnrge decision models provide an effective mechanism for manag ing ever-expanding information sets. It also gives information gatherers in organizations a more precise, personal sense of the importance of reducing or resolving uncertainty on variables sig nificant to their business decisions.
FIGURE 6. Information in the form of distributed expertise inside the organization, data residing in large data warehouses, plans and forecasts of other groups, or market signals from the external business environment can be used to make better decisions in principle; concepts such as VOl and efficient algorithms for estimating VOl help decision makers make more intelligent use of that information in practice.
Development of Decision Support Software
In this section a briefly describe the thrust of a new effort to develop a decision support software environment for WWOPS Business Management at Sun.
Process first, tools second
I believe that management's disillusion with OR techniques had created a barrier in their willingness to try other analytic methods, and this in tum has slowed the pace of software development based on more promising approaches. My orig inal preference would have been to begin building computer systems for decision support immediately. Yet the develop ment of SCRAM and the application of concepts such as information value before investing large amounts of money in decision support has born fruit. Management has become aware of the power of these kinds of methods and then asked on their own if it would be possible to build tools to support our evolving decision-making processes.
Having first developed a clear method for formulating and solving problems via frameworks such as SCRAM, we now have a clear rationale and much greater consensus about the Decision-Analytic Approaches to ODM 147 need for investment in accompanying tools for decision sup port. Echoing the Vice-President's original request, the point here is to deliver enhanced decision-making capability, not just another model. I conjecture that, if any software tool for decision support is to be really useful inside a large com pany, the tool's interface must be in synch with that or gani zation : � processes. At Sun, given initial success so far in getting people to think in terms of belief networks, the devel opment of software tools with a belief network or influence diagram interface will from their perspective appear to be the clear, natural choice. In other words, there is a higher chance that users will use and continue to use the tools we are now developing because the tools look and feel like the decision making processes they are intended to support.
Lesson #6: To insure lasting success, the development of software to support business decision making must be in synch with the processes used to run the business. The inter faces for decision support software tools must match the or gani::;ation 's process language.
A second benefit to the "process first, tools second" approach has been to develop an extremely precise view of the functionalities we need to embed in new software to sup port decision making in WWOPS Business Management. Certain methods developed in decision making under uncer tainty research, while perhaps useful in other areas, will be less useful in our problem domain. For example, managers and analysts are very comfortable speaking in terms of '80% chances' and 'even odds.' r think this has much to do with the culture of the or ganization-Sun is, as I've already noted, a technically-minded company. For example, market ing people create roadmaps to describe the migration of cus tomers from product X to product Y as percentage flows from X to Y; this essentially requires the notion of an average cus tomer calling a Sun sales rep and displaying some probabil ity p of requesting X and a probability ( I-p) of requesting Y.
In fact it has been surprising for me to see how many of the plans and reports generated within the company present results which are understandable in explicitly probabilistic terms. Thus in our environment there is less need for qualita tive approaches to probability (e.g., semantic mappings of "more" or "less" likely, order-of-magnitude methods) because the business language already accommodates sub jective probabilistic assertions of chance.
Data-mining
While our ultimate goal is to create a decision support layer for WWOPS which employs methodologies from research in decision making under uncertainty, in fact our first steps in this area must focus a bit less on decision making and more on information synthesis. Sun has millions of rows and col umns of data on customers, suppliers, parts, platforms, boo k ings, backlog, billings, and shipments. Options are therefore difficult to predict because their con sumption is not constrained by system shipments. Figure 5 shows a simple belief net for total memory consum ption, a combination of non-option memory confi gured with current system shipments and pure option memory sold directly to the instal led base of customers. Belief net for total memory consumption.
As our pilot studies in this area convinci ngly demonstrate , the synthesis of belief net models learned from historical data with statistical fo recasting methodol ogies gi ves plan ners and analysts a powerful tool for tracking the pace and pulse of the market. ln particular, it allows them to test hypotheses by formulating a model such as the one displayed in Figure 7, Fi nal l y, the process first/tools second approach at Sun has led to a deeper understanding of the context and requi red functionalittes of the tools fo r decision software support we are building.
